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COLLABORATION
This includes a collaboration with University 
College London on URBAN WAVES to 
investigate the resilience of coastal defences 
and urban environments against tsunamis. 
As part of the project, HR Wallingford is 
developing a tsunami simulator that, once 
installed in the Fast Flow Facility in early 
2016, will be the largest tsunami simulator 
in Europe.

FUNDING
As part of the €10 million EU-funded 
HYDRALAB+ project, HR Wallingford will 
also work with scientists and engineers 
from around Europe on research that will 
use the Fast Flow Facility to examine the 
impact of climate change at the coast. 
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
• By simulating the strong tidal flows  
 and challenging storm waves typically  
 experienced at windfarm sites around  
 the UK, HR Wallingford assessed the  
 viability of Norfolk Marine’s tyre-filled  
 nets as a remedial measure for seabed  
 scour at offshore foundations
• Research for MeyGen and the Carbon  
 Trust investigated the impact of   
 combined strong tidal currents and  
 large waves on turbine foundation   
 stability and the stability of seabed cables 
• Ongoing work for DONG Energy is  
 informing the design of a novel suction  
 bucket foundation and will ultimately  
 lead to more cost effective seabed   
 foundation solutions for the renewable  
 energy industry 
• Testing of Acoustic Doppler Current  
 Profiler flow measuring equipment used  
 for river hydrometry

Andreas Roulund, Lead Oceanographic 
Engineer at DONG Energy Wind Power, 
said: “The ability to have novel designs 
tested by physical modelling is crucial for 
development of our foundations. We 
can observe how the seabed responds 
to the foundation in the extreme 
conditions found in the North Sea. 

“The new 
Fast Flow 
Facility at HR 
Wallingford 
is tailor 
made for this 
purpose.” 

Professor Whitehouse added: “HR 
Wallingford has the most extensive 
commercial hydraulic modelling facilities 
in Europe and this year has been the 
busiest for physical modelling in our 65 
year history. The Fast Flow Facility has 
played a pivotal role in this success and 
we look forward to this continuing long 
into the future.” 

SO WHAT IS NEXT FOR THE FAST 
FLOW FACILITY?
Professor Whitehouse explained “We 
are in discussion with a number of 
commercial clients about projects, 
both in the marine renewable and oil 
and gas sectors. The Fast Flow Facility 
is also an important research tool. 
During 2016 we will be collaborating 
with partners on a major European 
research projects that will exploit the 
full capabilities of the facility.”

“I am proud to say that the Fast Flow 
Facility has been embraced by industry 
and academia alike and is now rightly 
regarded as a world-leading simulation 
facility.”

CONTINUOUS USE
Over the past 12 months, the Fast Flow 
Facility has been in continuous use for 
both commercial projects and research. 
Commercial projects have included 
work for Norfolk Marine and MeyGen 
on offshore wind and tidal energy 
developments in UK waters and for Danish 
energy provider, DONG Energy, on an 
offshore wind development planned for 
European waters. 

Professor Richard Whitehouse leads the 
team at HR Wallingford responsible for the 
Fast Flow Facility. He said: “It has been 
an incredible first year. This milestone 
gives us an opportunity to pause 
and reflect on just how successful it 
has been. Our goal was to develop 
a state-of-the art facility to help us 
investigate the complex interactions 
faced by developments in the marine 
environment and we have delivered on 
this promise.

More than a year on from the official opening of their Fast Flow Facility, engineers 
and scientists at HR Wallingford are celebrating a successful first year, which has 
seen the facility in continuous use on offshore wind energy, tidal energy and 
research projects.

UNIQUE DESIGN
Officially opened in late 2014, the Fast Flow Facility is a 75 m long flume uniquely designed 
to simulate the interaction of waves, currents and sediments at large scale and in more 
detail than was previously possible. 
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